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Pachydermoperiostosis (PDP) or primary hypertrophic osteoathropathy (PHO) (also known 

as Touraine-Solente-Golé syndrome; OMIM 167100) is a rare genetic disease involving 

formation of periosteal new bone, clubbing of the digits, enlargement of joints, arthralgias 

and hypertrophic skin changes, especially on the face, forehead, and scalp. PDP may also 

display additional symptoms such as seborrhea, hyperhidrosis and hypertrophic gastritis (1–

3).

PDP is a chronic condition that, while not life-threatening, decreases the patient’s quality of 

life. Among other clinical manifestations, the thickened skin of the upper third of the face 

gives a leonine appearance to the face (4). We report here 3 cases of PDP that were treated 

by injections of botulinum toxin type A (BTX-A). To the best of our knowledge, this is only 

the third report describing the use of BTX-A for treatment of PDP, and the first in which a 

patient (Case 1) received a course of several injections.

CASE REPORTS

The clinical features of the three patients are summarized in Table SI1. All patients signed 

informed consent and granted permission to publish these images and information about 

their cases. Our treatment strategy was designed to achieve a visible improvement in the 

facial appearance with BTX-A (Botox, Allergan INC., Ireland) (Fig. S11). A 4-point facial 

wrinkle scale (FWS) (5) (0 = none, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, and 3 = severe) was used to 

assess wrinkle severity in relaxation at baseline, week 4 and week 16.

The facial examination of patient 1 revealed oily, thickened skin withsignificant furrows. 

BTX-A was injected into the relevant muscles. The patient was followed up at 2, 4, 8 and 16 

weeks after the injection. The patient was classified as a responder at weeks 4 with good 
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improvement (Fig. 1a, b). It was noted that the improvement started within the first week 

after treatment, and culminated between weeks 4 and 8. He underwent another 3 sets of 

treatments with the same dose injected at 16-week intervals; the results continued to be 

promising at each follow-up. There were no adverse events reported throughout the entire 

course of injections.

An examination of patient 2 disclosed that the eyelids were considerably thickened and 

enlarged; the palpebral apertures were reduced to 5 mm bilaterally. His visual acuity was 

impaired while other ocular examinations were within normal limits. He the forehead and 

glabellar region hadsignificant with furrowing. Injections of BTX-A were administered. One 

week after the injection, the patient reported an exacerbation of the eyelid ptosis that caused 

difficulty in opening his eyes (Fig. 1c, d). An excellent response in his forehead was noted. 

Upon visual examination, he had significant ptosis with a margin to reflex distance of 1 mm 

in the right eye and 2 mm in the left. The levator palpebrae superioris muscle function was 

poor. The patient rejected any medication, and he reported that the eyelid ptosis was the 

same as before treatment by week 6.

Patient 3 presented with facial enlargement with deep folds in the skin of the forehead and 

glabellar region. Several papules, pustules and nodules on his forehead were noted and 

diagnosed as acne vulgaris. The injection sites and doses in the glabellar region were the 

same as case 1; 5 intradermal injections along the forehead were given using 2 U each. He 

tolerated the procedure well and the results were noted to be satisfactory at weeks 2, 4, and 

16 (Fig. 1e, f). Surprisingly his acne improved without any additional medication.

DISCUSSION

A genetic defect in either HPGD or recently solute carrier organic anion transporter family 

member 2A1 (SLCO2A1) gene is responsible for PDP. Impaired metabolism of PGE2 is 

considered as pathogenia in PDP (2, 6). The diagnosis of PDP is straightforward when all 3 

characteristics are present. Mechanical ptosis is seen in PDP resulting from thickening of 

both eyelids (7). Histological findings in pachydermia frequently include dermal mucin 

deposition, elastic fiber degeneration, dermal fibrosis and adnexal hyperplasia (8).

There is no specific therapy for pachydermia in PDP. Plastic surgery has been indicated in 

some literature reviews (9, 10). The current study suggests that BTX-A may enhance the 

cosmetic appearance of cutaneous manifestations of PDP. We speculate that the reason that 

BTX-A contributes to the aesthetic improvement could be the inhibitory effects that BTX-A 

exerts on muscles. As the injected muscles relax, the surrounding tissue might relax as well. 

In addition, injection of BTX-A into the dermal–subdermal layer has been anecdotally 

reported to improve skin texture and turgor (11). Since the skin texture is better, the wrinkles 

will be improved and afterwards become shallower.

Patient 1 exhibited an excellent response using the same dose of BTX-A injected over 4 

sessions, and although further mild improvement after subsequent injections was not able to 

be detected by the scoring tool, a more enhanced cosmetic outcome was observed after 

repeated treatments. However, the depth of the original glabellar folds was less pronounced 
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than that of the other two patients. It remains to be seen how much efficacy there is for 

BTX-A injections in patients with severe facial cutaneous manifestations, because the 

mechanism of action is still uncertain.

Patient 2 reported an exacerbation of eyelid ptosis that caused some difficulty in normal 

vision after the injection. Exacerbated eyelid ptosis has been reported after BTX-A injection 

in a previous study, and suggested due to blepharitis secondary to isotretinoin therapy (4). 

However, in our opinion, it is more likely that the eyelid ptosis (both in our case and in the 

previous study) was an adverse effect of the injections. The relaxation of the frontalis muscle 

after BTX-A injection will cause both brow and eyelid ptosis, even though the weakening of 

the muscular depressors of the brow (orbicularis oculi, procerus, and corrugator supercilii 
muscles) had been achieved. Therefore, with regard to safety, we suggest that clinicians 

should begin with only a small dose of BTX-A (5 to 7 injection sites with 1–2 U each) 

injected into the forehead for patients with PDP.

Patients with severe PDP have sebaceous gland hyperplasia (12), the efficacy of BTX-A as a 

treatment for reducing sebum production may explain why the acne of patient 3 was 

alleviated after BTX-A injection (13). The sebum reducing effects of botulinum toxin will 

probably cause lower activity of sebaceous glands (14), and the thickness of the facial 

pachydermia will appear to be thinner afterwards. The effects of botulinum toxin in reducing 

wrinkles in thinner skin will be greater than that in thicker skin according to the clinical 

experiences of the authors.

The off-label use of BTX-A is gaining remarkable interest all over the world; all of the 3 

patients in our report refused surgery and underwent BTX-A as an alternative therapy. As 

the typical course of PDP is self-limiting, the treatment has been mainly focused on 

cosmetic improvement, therefore BTX-A injection could be administered to some patients. 

It remains to be confirmed the optimum technique for injection of BTX-A, and the optimum 

doses and treatment repetition regimen in PDP patients.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. Patients before and after treatment
(a) Significant glabellar furrows at presentation in patient 1. (b) 4 weeks after treatment with 

BTX-A. (c) Significantly thickened skin on the eyelids and forehead with furrowing at 

presentation in patient 2. (d) 1 week after treatment with BTX-A, showing exacerbation of 

the eyelid ptosis that caused opening the eyes. (e) Facial enlargement with deep folds in the 

skin of the forehead and glabellar region and acne vulgaris on the forehead in patient 3. (f) 4, 

weeks after treatment with BTX-A.
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